
A Conversation with Cathleen Schine, author of The Grammarians. 
 
Are you a twin?  
Not that I know of. I was a breach birth. Feet first. So, blues songs written about that, but, no, not a twin.  
 
I ended up writing about twins because I love writing about families. I think of families as strangers stuck 
in an elevator together. Proximity, intimacy, unasked for, unbidden. Twins, identical twins, are a distilled 
version of that. Who invited you into this uterus, huh? I didn’t want to write about twins at first – too 
distilled, right? Too specific and generic at the same time. But I got pulled in by Laurel and Daphne. I 
started thinking of two siblings in the back seat of the car, except the whole world was the back seat of 
their car and they would always be strapped in their seat belts next to each other.  
 
 
Can we talk about the cover? Who are those girls? 
Those girls! Those eyes, those intensely blank eyes, those slightly alarming expressions, those delicious 
cheeks – those girls are trouble, delightful trouble. I have no idea where they come from. A single womb 
– my own head?  
 
 
Okay then, what was the inspiration behind The Grammarians?  
It was a twisty journey and so a twisty inspiration, a scattering of inspirations is more accurate, actually. It 
always is scattered. Things drop from the sky and they either are the key to unlock the real story or a 
meteor that breaks everything you’ve done to smithereens. For example, I originally wanted to write a 
book about a feud between two translators over the translation of a word. Uh huh. Except I don’t speak 
any language but English. Smithereens. I couldn’t decide if they were siblings, a couple, a parent and 
grown child. Janet, my wife, said, Has anyone written a book about twin advice columnists who had a 
feud? Like Dear Abby and Anne Landers? Key? Meteor? At first I thought, ugh, twins, too exotic, hard; 
ugh, advice columns, don’t like ‘em. But then I thought: Twins! Dear Abby! Anne Landers! I worked on 
that idea for a year or so trying to figure out if it was the key or smithereens. It was smithereens. Then, as 
a cheer me up gift, Janet gave a book, English As She is Spoke, a little 19th-century book, a hilariously 
poorly translated phrase book for Portuguese speakers traveling to England. Janet gave it to me in the 
depths of my Trump-is-president-AND-I-am-a-lousy-writer depression.  
And that was it. The book made itself known, as books weirdly do. I was stuck with twins, and thrilled by 
them. And I am a passionate word nerd, so this was an excuse to indulge myself in millions of old 
LanguageLog blog entries, to read Dr. Johnson and wonderful contemporary lexicographers like Kory 
Stamper. Not to mention an excuse to constantly call my younger son, Tommy, who just got a doctorate 
in linguistics. 
 
 
What is The Grammarians about? 
This is the hardest question. Authoritarianism versus Democracy? Sibling rivalry? Nah. I mean, yeah, but 
nah. It’s about the joy of language, the power of words, the pleasure of words, the trap of words. It’s 
about stories, where they come from, how they differ depending on who is telling them. It’s about New 
York City in the seventies and eighties. It’s about how love holds us in its arms and makes us squirm to 
get free. It’s about twins who love words and love each other and sometimes confuse words with life. It’s 
about how one becomes two and how two become one. It’s about grammar. It’s about poetry.  
It’s about dictionaries. It’s about sisters.  
 
I was thinking the other day as I listened to Tegan and Sara, identical twins, a very cool band, that most 
pop songs and most literature, too, are about people pulling away from each other or being pulled toward 
each other. Distance – the loneliness of it, the need for it -- or intimacy, the intense beauty of it or the 



intense suffocation of it. The movement of so many novels, the lament of so much poetry, the plot of My 
Fair Lady, for heaven’s sake, have to do with pulling away, or being pushed away, then coming together. 
Or being together, then being pulled apart. Or both. Again, twin, the idea of twins, is a kind of distilled 
version of that. Maybe that’s why we’re fascinated by twins. They embody intimacy and separateness. In 
two bodies that are somehow one. 
 
 
Each chapter begins with a definition, how did you choose which word to define? 
Choosing the words to head each chapter was one of the most enjoyable parts of writing The 
Grammarians. I love dictionaries. I love Dr. Johnson. There is a complete digital version of Johnson’s 
dictionary on line, and I spent many delightful hours exploring it. I wanted words that told me something 
about the section to follow, and sometimes it was only when I found the exact right word that I really 
knew what the section, which I’d already written, mind you, was about. I also wanted obscure and 
surprising words and definitions, words that resonated as words alone as well as resonating with meaning. 
So the whole search was like a kind of approved procrastinating. Oh, it was wonderful. I wish I had to do 
it for every book. 
 
 
Do you have a prized dictionary? 
I have a prized Thesaurus, paperback, gnawed by Hector, our dog, when he was a puppy 17 years ago. It 
fills me with joy. It makes me feel as if every word, and therefore every thing, is connected. We are all 
one! It is a spiritual book for me. 
I read a great book, The Story of Ain’t by David Skinner, when I was researching The Grammarians, 
which tells the story of the switch from Merriam Webster’s Second to Merriam Webster’s Third, a 
lexicographical earthquake in America. The lexicographer’s version of the sixties – slang in the 
dictionary!  
When I started writing the novel, I found part of Merriam Webster’s Second, the old stuffy version, on 
line, but the page I needed at that moment was not there – it had been torn out! I used that in the novel – 
the missing page – but I also found a copy to buy on ebay. Unfortunately, I ordered it late at night. Then 
forgot. And ordered another from another seller late at night. And forgot. So now I have two huge musty 
copies of Merriam Webster’s International Dictionary Second Edition. I use one as a footstool. 
 
 
It’s shocking when one of the identical twins turned up with a nose job, what a betrayal!  
Ann Landers got a nose job! When I read that, I really wondered what her sister thought of that. I became 
fascinated with the idea of two human beings who looked alike, who were so close they had their own 
language as babies, but who were nevertheless different people. How do they differentiate themselves? 
What would it mean to one twin if the other wanted to be different, insisted on it?  
 
 
Now that the book is done, do you find yourself missing Laurel and Daphne Wolfe?  
I miss their mother most, actually. I feel I was just getting to know her really well when the damn book 
ended. But I also keep hearing things or reading things that I realize the twins would be interested in, and 
I do miss being able to tell them. Megan Rapinoe is a twin, you guys! Girls, girls: Shakespeare was the 
first writer to use the word “puppy” to mean a baby dog!  
 
 
What are you working on now? 
I do have a vague idea forming, born out of a memoir by an émigré screenwriter in the 1930s and a tipsy 
conversation I had with an incredible poet last week. Because that’s how I roll. Flail is probably a better 
word. That’s how I flail.  



 


